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Data Collection
Lesson 1

A-Level Statistics : Data Collection : Year 1
1.1  Introduction
Many organisations busy themselves gathering data about us. In Britain the
Government, for example, gathers information about each person in the country
every ten years in what is termed a census. Simple and straight forward information, 
such as each citizen's age and where they live, help government plan and provide
health and school services in each part of the country. Supermarkets have 
invested large amounts of time and effort building up profiles on their customers,
not simply observing what they buy but, for example, how they respond to a variety 
of special offers. The motivation is to better provide what their customers are
likely to respond favourably to. Happy customers will return and so boosts profits.

Often, it's impractical or too expensive to carry out a census on a population and so
a sample is taken. We shall look at a variety of ways of taking such a sample, of Data
Collection, and the advantages and disadvantages of each method.

Even within a sample, the quantities of numbers, the data, generated can be enormous.
To look through pages and pages of numbers does not tell a typical human being much.

 A statistic is a single number that tries to see into the character of the larger set of
sample data in an informative way. We often then want to know how this statistic of
the sample data is likely to relate to that of the parent population from which the
sample was taken. Some statistical numbers that you will have looked at previously
include mean, median,  mode, range, interquartile range, standard deviation and skew.

Statisticians are also very aware that a picture is an excellent way of passing
impressions of what the "sea of numbers", or sample data, is saying.

There is a dark side to statistics. Statisticians see themselves as neutral observers
but sometimes the act of measuring something changes the thing being measured.
More infamously, politicians often only report those statistics that support their
vested interest, and don't mention any conflicting information. 

A best selling mathematics text book is called, "How to lie with statistics". In
it the many ways in which politicians, drug companies and marketing managers
have in the past used graphs and statistical numbers to mislead and give wrong
impressions are explored. We'll look at some of these.

1.2  Exercise
Explain what a 'vested interest' is and give an example.
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Lesson 2
A-Level Statistics : Data Collection : Year 1

2.1  Populations and Samples

A Population
In statistics, a population is the whole set of items that are of interest.
e.g. All the pupils in a school.

A Census
A census is when every member of a population is observed, measured or questioned.
It should result in a completely accurate result but for large populations gathering and
processing the data may become too time consuming or expensive for it to be practical.

A Sample
Taking a sample of data from the population of interest will be less demanding of time
and money but it can result in bias, especially if the sample is not sufficiently large.
If a population is varied a larger sample is needed in comparison to one more uniform.

Sampling Units
The individual members of a population are termed the sampling units.

Sampling Frame
Typically the sampling units of a population are individually named or numbered to
form a list. Such a list is called a sampling frame.

2.2  Exercise

Question 1
It is wishes to investigate the preferred meals of the pupils at a school.

( i ) What are the sampling units ?

( ii ) What is the sampling frame ?

( iii ) Give one advantage and one disadvantage to the school of using a census.



Question 2
It is wished to take a random sample of five pupils from a class of twenty.
( i ) The class of twenty are listed below, and you are to select the five using the

random number button RanInt on your calculator.
Describe in detail how you will go about selecting the sample of five.

George Tosh Peter Perfect Lucy Luck

Bill Bank Jess Dough Daisy Diamond

Jim Roberts Toby Klingon Walter White

Sophia Flight Fred Fast Henry Light

Robert Hodge Nancy Sweet Colin McBright

Trish Smith Joanna Jarvis Dave Wong

Kevin Cool Sam Morris

( ii ) Suggest another method of randomly selecting five names from the list



Question 3
Here is a list of the ten soldiers in an American Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
D-Platoon in the Los Angeles Police Department along with their ID numbers.

ID N° Officer's Name

23 667 Butch Briggs

23 789 Joe 'killer' Higgins

23 441 Mat 'marauder' Smith

23 023 Duane Fox

22 896 Logan Taylor

23 723 Ethan Jones

23 023 Mason Charles

23 777 Bill 'bater' Bond

22 916 Dylan 'babyface' Peterson

23 621 Lucas 'jester' Robinson

( i ) It is suggested using RanInt#(23000, 24000) to select four members of
the platoon to go on a special operations mission.
Identify three separate problems, mathematically, with this suggestion.

( ii ) What alternative method would you recommend be used ?



Question 4
A factory makes safety harnesses for climbers and has an order to supply 3000.
The buyer wishes to know the safe load, beyond which the harness is likely to fail.

( i ) Suggest a reason why a census would not be used to determine the safe load.

The factory tests four harnesses and the load at which they fail is recorded as;

320 kg 270 kg 250 kg 160 kg

The factory claims that the harnesses are safe for loads up to 260 kg.

( ii ) Is the factory giving the mean or the median statistic for the sample ?

( iii ) Comment on the factory's claim, 

( iv ) Suggest a way of obtaining a more trustworthy measurement of the safe load.
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2.3  Homework

In meteorology, an okta is a unit of measurement used to describe the amount of
cloud cover at any given location such as a weather station. Sky conditions are
estimated in terms of how many eighths of the sky are covered in cloud, ranging
from 0 octas (completely clear sky) through to 8 oktas (completely overcast).
In addition a measurement of 9 oktas denotes a sky that is obscured by, for
example, fog or a snow blizzard.

0 oktas
Sky clear

1 okta 2 oktas 3 oktas 4 oktas
Sky half cloudy

5 oktas 6 oktas 7 oktas 8 oktas
Sky overcast

9 oktas
Sky obscured

Question 1
At Heathrow, in London, the amount of cloud cover, in oktas, between the
1st and 7th of May 1987, is recorded as,

05/05/198701/05/1987 02/05/1987 03/05/1987 04/05/1987 06/05/1987 07/05/1987

Data taken from Edexcel's Large Data Set

( i ) Calculate the mean of the “Daily Mean Total Cloud” for the above data.
Show your working.



At Cambourne in Cornwall the amount of cloud cover, in oktas, between the
1st and the 7th of May 1987, is

Date
DD/MM/YYYY

Daily Mean
Total Cloud

(oktas)

01/05/1987 7

02/05/1987 3

03/05/1987 10  

04/05/1987 5

05/05/1987 5

06/05/1987 1

07/05/1987 3

Data transcribed from Edexcel's Large Data Set
with one transcription error made

( ii ) One of the measurements given for Cambourne is obviously incorrect.
State which measurement is incorrect and why.

( iii ) To clean the data is to remove the obvious mistake,
Calculate the mean “Daily Mean Total Cloud” for Cambourne for the
cleaned data.
Show your working.

( iv ) Based on the data you have analysed, for that first week in May in 1987
which location had the most cloud ?
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2.4  Answers

2.4.1  Solutions to 2.2 Exercise

Answer 1
( i ) The pupils are the sampling units; Each pupil is a sampling unit.
( ii ) The sampling frame is a list of the names of all the pupils at the school

which is numbered in some way.
( iii ) Advantage : 

Every single pupil has their preference registered.
Disadvantage :

More time consuming to do than taking a representative sample

Answer 2
( i ) Number the sampling frame (list of names) using integers between 1 and 20.

On a calculator, RanInt#(1,20) generates a random integer between 1 and 20.
Use this as many times as necessary to generate five DIFFERENT integers.
Look up the name assigned to each of the five integers,
Those names are the sample of size five.

( ii ) Put each name onto a separate small piece of paper.
Put all the otherwise identical pieces of paper into a bag. 
Mix up the contents of the bag. 
With eye's closed, randomly pull five pieces of paper, five names, out the bag.

Answer 3
Ranint#(23000, 24000) will generate random integers between 23 000 and 24 000

( i ) There are two officers with numbers outside of this range and so they
can not be randomly chosen. 
They are 22 896  Logan Taylor and 22 916 Dylan 'babyface' Peterson

There are two officers with the same ID number.
They are 23 023  Duane Fox  and  23 023  Mason Charles

There are 10 001 numbers in the range between 23 000 and 24 000 and so
the majority of the numbers generated by RanInt#(23000, 24000) will be
IDs that are not amongst the ten on the list.

( ii ) A simple solution would be to number the list from 1 to 10 and use
RanInt#(1,10) repeatedly until four members are chosen.

Alternatively, put the names on identical pieces of paper and chose four
'out of a hat' at random.



Answer 4
( i ) All the harnesses would be 'tested to destruction'.

There would be none left to sell.
( ii ) For the mean,

mean =
 320 + 270 + 250 + 160 

 4 

=
 1000 

 4 
= 250 kg

( iii ) For the median both a-Level and GCSE methods give the same answer.
At this early stage, accept either.
 A-Level Method :

4 pieces of data (already in order)
4 ÷ 2 = 2 
As 2 is an integer take mean of 2nd and 3rd pieces of data

median =
 270 + 250 

 2 
= 260 kg

GCSE Method :
4 pieces of data (already in order)

 
 4 + 1 

 2 
= 2.5th piece of  data

median =
 270 + 250 

 2 
= 260 kg

( iv ) They have opted for the statistic making their product seem safer than
it is (because they have a vested interest in selling the product).
In both cases, however, half the harnesses tested failed.

( v ) With an item of safety equipment, it is unacceptable for it to fail at
loads claimed to be safe.
The harness would have to be rated as having a 'safe load' of less 
than 160 kg, say, 100 kg, and perhaps as low as 80 kg in view of
the 'shock load' that could be placed upon it by a climber falling.
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2.4.1  Solutions to 2.3 Homework

Answer 1
( i )

meanHEATHRoW =
 7 + 4 + 5 + 2 + 7 + 4 + 2 

 7 

=
 31 
 7 

= 4.43

( ii ) The data for 03/05/1987 is obviously wrong because the number 10 has
no meaning in terms of the amount of cloud cover.

( iii )

meanCAMBOURNE =
 7 + 3 + 5 + 5 + 1 + 3 

 6 

=
 24 
 6 

= 4

( iv ) From the data analysed, Heathrow had the most cloud that week.
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Lesson 3
A-Level Statistics : Data Collection : Year 1

3.1  Random and Non-Random Samples

This course looks at three methods of taking a Random Sample from a population and
two methods of taking a Non-Random Sample.

Each has advantages and disadvantages, plus the nature of the population itself or the
situation may influence the method chosen of obtaining a suitable sample.

• Simple Random Sample
Looked at in Exercise 2.2, Q2 where the calculator's RanInt button was used
to randomly pick five pupils out of a class of twenty.
Alternatively, draw tickets 'out of a hat'.
Advantages : Free from bias

Each item has a known, equal chance of being picked
Cheap and easy for small populations and small samples

Disadvantages : A sampling frame (a numbered list) is needed in advance
Not practical if population or sample size is large

• Systematic Random sample
The sample is formed by picking every tenth (for example) item from a list.
In this example, the first element is picked by generating a random starting
number between 1 and 10 using RanInt, then every tenth item after that.
Advantages : Simple and quick to implement & therefore inexpensive

Suitable for use with large populations or samples.
Disadvantages : A sampling frame (a numbered list) is needed in advance

Can introduce bias if the sampling frame has a structure

• Stratified  Random Sample
In a school, for example, there may be more boys than girls, say 600 boys
and 400 girls. So that each gender is proportionally represented, a sample
of ten would be arranged such that it comprised of 6 boys and 4 girls.
Advantages : Sample mirrors the structure of the population

Groups identified are proportionally represented in sample
Disadvantages : A sampling frame is needed in advance

Sorting out strata within the sampling frame  is 'extra work'



• Quota Non-Random Sample
A researcher decides in advance that, for example, he'd like to know the
mean weight of the Lobsters and the mean weight of the Crabs caught in pots. 
He decides in advance to weigh five Lobsters and five Crabs so caught.
On a fishing boat he watches the pots being raised one by one. Once he's
got, say, five Lobsters and three Crabs, he ignores any further Lobsters
caught and is only after the next couple of Crabs (to make up his quota).
Advantages : No sampling frame is required; in fact it is not possible

to have a list of all the Lobsters and Crabs in the sea.
At a simple level, quick and easy and so inexpensive.

Disadvantages : Bias can be introduced; For example, there may be many
more Crabs than Lobsters in the sea so the 5:5 sample may
not proportionally represent the population of all Lobsters
and Crabs.
Breaking down population into more groups increases
complexity, time and cost. (There is a similarity with having
more strata with stratified Random sampling)

• Opportunity  Non-Random Sample  (Also called Convenience Sampling)
This is akin to simply asking the people who happen to be around you and
who are willing to respond to your questionnaire.
Advantages : No sampling frame is required.

Quick and easy and so inexpensive.
Disadvantages : Bias is very likely to be introduced, and the researcher

themselves is likely to have an impact on the data collected.

3.2  Two Top Tips

•  When saying a sampling method is cheap or quick or easy say in comparison
     to what.
     e.g. Opportunity Non-Random Sampling is less expensive than a census.
•  With Stratified Sampling a good expression to use to describe the resulting
     sample is to say it has the same structure as the population from which it
     was taken.



3.3  Exercise

Question 1
The congestion of a roundabout is monitored for a month each evening at 6 pm.
If there is no traffic, the congestion is recorded as 0, up to grid-lock recorded as 5.
Here is the resulting data;
Sat 1, Sun 2, Mon 4, Tue 5, Wed 3, Thu 3, Fri 5, Sat 2, Sun 1,
Mon 5, Tue 4, Wed 5, Thu 4, Fri 5, Sat 3, Sun 2, Mon 3, Tue 3,
Wed 4, Thu 4, Fri 5, Sat 3, Sun 0, Mon 5, Tue 4, Wed 4, Thu 5,
Fri 5, Sat 2, Sun 1

( i ) The mean congestion on the roundabout is worked out by the council
from all the data to be 3.4 which they claim is acceptable.

Explain how bias has been introduced into the calculation.
Hint :  How many Sundays and how many Mondays are in the data ?

( ii ) Work out the mean congestion when weekends are removed from the data.

( iii ) More data is gathered over an entire year of 365 days.
As this is considered too much data a Systematic Random Sample is taken.
Peter does this by first numbering the list of data from 1 to 365.
With it in date order, he uses the RanInt button on his calculator to give
a random number between 1 and 7.
It gives him the number 4 which happens to be a Sunday.
He now selects every 7th piece of data from the list thus getting a sample
of size 51
He works out the mean congestion score for his sample and is surprised that
it is only 1.2
What has gone wrong ?



Question 2
The Head Teacher of an infant school wishes to take a stratified sample of 20% of the
pupils at the school which has the following numbers of pupils;

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

25 30 50 80

( i ) Work out how many pupils in each Year will be in the sample.

( ii ) Describe one benefit to the Head Teacher of using a stratified sample rather
than a simple random sample.

Question 3
An interviewer wishes to know about the eating habits of all who live in London.
He asks the first 50 people he sees outside a London fish and chip shop on a Friday
evening about their eating habits.

( i ) What type of sampling method is being used ?

( ii ) Explain why the sampling method may not be representative of the eating
habits of all who live in London.

( iii ) Suggest two improvements that could be made to how the data is collected
with a view to better capturing an impression of the eating habits of all who
live in London.



Question 4
It is wished to take a Simple Random Sample of ten from a numbered list of
100 people. The RanInt function on a calculator is used to generate the following
ten random numbers; 81, 94, 62, 6, 43, 69, 79, 81, 34, 58

Explain why the method has not generated a sample of the required size.

Question 5
A group of wildlife scientists wish to gather information on the masses of male
and female wild deer in England. They set up a camp in the New Forest and set out
to catch and weigh the first five male deer they come across and the first five female
deer they come across.

( i ) What type of sampling method are they using ?

( ii ) Give an advantage of this method in comparison to taking a simple
random sample.

The masses of the sampled deer are listed below;

Male, kg 75 80 90 85 82

Female, kg 67 72 75 68 65

( iii ) Use the sample data to compare the masses of male and female wild deer.

( iv ) Suggest two improvements the scientists could make to the sampling method.



Question 6
A factory manager wants to get information about the ways the employees travel
to work. There are 480 employees in the factory, and each has a clocking-in number.
The numbers go from 1 to 480.
Explain in detail how the manager could take a systematic sample of size 30.

Question 7
S3 Examination Question from May 2017, Q1
A company director decides to survey staff about changes to the company calendar.
the company has staff in 4 different job roles

° 72 manages

° 108 drivers

° 180 administrators

° 360 warehouse staff

The director decides to take a stratified sample
( a ) Write down one advantage of using a stratified sample rather than a

simple random sample for this survey

[ 1 mark ]
( b ) Find the number of staff in each job role that will be included in a

stratified sample of 40 staff.

[ 3 marks ]
( c ) Describe how to choose managers for the stratified sample

[ 2 marks ]
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3.4  Answers

Answer 1
( i ) The data includes 5 Sundays and 4 Mondays

∴  Each day of the week is not equally represented
As Saturdays and Sundays have less busy 'rush hours' at 6 pm the
councils calculation will not capture a true picture of the average congestion.

( ii ) 85 / 20  = 4.25

( iii ) Peter has selected all the Sundays from the data and so introduced
considerable bias into the sample data.

Answer 2
( i ) Y1 :   5 pupils

Y2 :   6 pupils
Y3 : 10 pupils
Y4 : 16 pupils  

( ii ) Each year group is proportionally represented and so the sample has the same
structure as the parent population. This would not be the case if a simple
random sample were taken (except by a freak chance !)

Answer 3
( i ) Opportunity Non-Random Sampling

( ii ) It's biased towards people who buy the food selection sold by a fish and chip
shop.
It's focussed on a single location which may not be typical of 'all of London'
It's only asking people who have 'gone out on a Friday night'

( iii ) Ask at a more neutral location such as a general car park.
Ask at several different locations 'around London'
Ask at different times over a week.

Answer 4
The number 81 was generated twice



Answer 5
( i ) Quota Non-Random Sampling

( ii ) No sampling frame required.
Quick, easy and inexpensive in comparison with a simple random sample.
Allows comparison between male and female deer.

( iii )  Males are on average heavier, and their masses have greater spread.

( iv ) Increase the sample size.
Catch deer at other locations in England
Catch deer at random times during the day

Answer 6
As 480 / 30 = 16, randomly select a number between 1 and 16
Then, starting with that employee, select the workers that have every 16th clocking-in
number after this

Answer 7
( a ) A Stratified Random Sample will be more representative of the population

because it mirrors the population structure better than a Simple Random
sample would.

( b ) Total staff is 720
° Managers   4

° Drivers   6

° Administrators 10

° Warehouse 20

( c )  Number the managers 1 to 72
Use RanInt#(1, 72) until 4 managers have been selected
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